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What is Betrayal
Per the Merriam Webster dictionary:

Betrayal is the act of betraying someone or something or the fact of being betrayed: violation of
a person's trust or confidence, of a moral standard, etc.

If the people we trust are no longer trustworthy, who do we trust?

Three Ground-Breaking Discoveries
Dr. Debi’s research led to 3 groundbreaking discoveries on betrayal.

First Discovery: Healing from betrayal is very different from healing from
trauma

Post-traumatic growth + Rebuilding the self = Post Betrayal Transformation

Post-traumatic growth – Person Imagines an upside to trauma. Walking out with a
new perspective that you did not have before. This is why betrayal is different from
other kinds of trauma. It feels so personal that it destroys everything inside you:
confidence, worthiness, sense of belonging, your ability to trust, and it creates a
sense of abandonment.



Second Discovery: Common Reactions Amongst People Who Have Been
Betrayed
According to Dr. Debi, people who have been betrayed have reported experiencing
similar physical, mental, and emotional symptoms.

● 78% constantly revisit their experience
● 81% feel a loss of personal power
● 80% are hypervigilant
● 94% deal with painful triggers

Common Physical Symptoms
● 71% have low energy
● 68% have sleep issues
● 63% have extreme fatigue
● 47% have weight changes
● 45% have digestive issues

Common mental symptoms
● 78% are overwhelmed
● 70% are walking around in a state of disbelief
● 68% are unable to focus
● 64% are in shock
● 62% are unable to concentrate

Common Emotional symptoms
● 88% extreme sadness
● 83% are stuck in anger
● 82% feel hurt
● 80% have anxiety
● 79% are stressed
● 84% have an inability to trust
● 67% prevent themselves from forming deep relationships because they are afraid

of being hurt again
● 82% find it hard to move forward
● 90% want to move forward, but they don’t know how

At a time where you need support the most, you are the least likely to seek it. This is
due to the emotions of embarrassment that you experience after the betrayal. You
didn’t ask for this to happen and now you feel stuck with the consequences of this
trauma.
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It is common to see the person who was betrayed to protect the betrayer – they
don’t want to look like the bad guy or the trouble maker. As a result, they might
repress their hurt and pain leading to more internalized emotions.

Dr. Debi stresses that the wrong type of support can do way more harm than good.
This is because people stuck in betrayal get caught in a loop. It can lead to repeat
betrayals and more negative experiences, and compounding symptoms.

Third Discovery: The 5 Proven Steps to Heal From Betrayal
Dr. Debi says that each stage has a set of predictable symptoms and required steps
to move to the next stage of healing until post betrayal transformation.

This discovery has allowed her to build a program to help her clients heal from
betrayal and return back to being empowered.

Five Stages to Post Betrayal Transformation

Stage 1: The Setup Stage
Dr. Debi says that life is like a 4-legged table – each leg represents our physical
mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. One of the things she noticed with her
clients is that there is a heavy lean towards the physical and mental and a lack in the
emotional and spiritual half of the person.  This is usually the moment that comes
before the betrayal.

Stage 2: Shock and Trauma
After the betrayal happens, the mind is in a state of chaos and overwhelm. This is
the unmasking moment where the victim realizes that the person they thought they
knew is someone different.

Stage 3: Survival Instincts Emerge
The victim is in a whirlwind of emotions and so they reach out and grab a hold of
whatever they can to stay grounded.

This is the most practical out of all the stages. The mind asks itself questions like:

● How do I get past this?
● Who do I trust?
● What do I need to do right now?
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Most people get stuck in stage 3. There are small benefits from being stuck here. A
person is able to use their story of betrayal to get sympathy, they can get
comfortable avoiding intimacy, and build their walls up.

This is where negative feedback loops are created. Also, a heavy lean towards
coping mechanisms like food, drugs, alcohol, workaholism, reckless behaviour, TV,
video games – anything to numb and distract yourself.

Stage 4: Finding and Adjusting to a New Normal
In order to move beyond Stage 3, you have to be willing to give up the distractions
and focus on creating a new normal.

Think of it like moving to a new home – not everything is unpacked, you didn’t bring
everything with you, you left some things behind but you are able to slowly work
through the boxes and unpack.

This is where you have to do healing work to grow past your betrayal. As you heal
from your trauma of betrayal, you will eventually make it to stage 5.

Stage 5: Healing, Rebirth, A New World
Stage 5 is where you start anew. Your body starts to heal. You will feel a greater
sense of self-love, you will be eating well.

You will have set up new rules and new boundaries for yourself.

More importantly, the 4 legs of the table (Physical, Mental, Emotional, and Spiritual)
are balanced and solidly grounded.

Building Trust Within Ourselves
If you are struggling to trust yourself, how do you learn to trust again?

1. Start with building trust with the simplest things that you can verify. This is to help
you recreate your foundation in trust again.

a. Is the sun going to rise again?
b. Is it going to be nighttime tonight?

2. The next level is trusting your intuition. Examine your feelings when you see things
in your day-to-day life.

a. How does it feel to see a dog wagging its tail or a cat curling up next to you?
How does it feel to hear a baby laughing?
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b. Then examine how you felt when you were betrayed. Think about how
painful those feelings were and how much you did not like it.

c. Compare and contrast these two polar opposite feelings to see the spectrum
of your emotions.

d. Now when you go through your day you ask yourself, “Does this situation feel
closer to the betrayal? Or does it feel closer to the happy feelings of a baby
laughing?”. This helps you strengthen your BS meter

3. Give yourself little tasks and do them. This teaches you to view yourself as
trustworthy.

a. Start with smaller tasks so you do not feel overwhelmed.
b. Block out your tasks based on how much energy it takes and not how much

time you feel you should be doing the task in.
4. Once you build that trust within yourself, you will be able to start trusting others.

Bonus Resources
Dr. Debi Ted Talk can be viewed here

Post Betrayal Institute can be found here

Wondering if you have Post Betrayal Syndrome? Take the Post Betrayal Quiz here

Books
Trust Again: Overcoming Betrayal and Regaining Health, Confidence and Happiness – Dr. Debi
Silber
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyqOR69dHiU
https://thepbtinstitute.com/
https://thepbtinstitute.com/quiz/
https://www.facebook.com/Broken-Families-Podcast-104378431664805

